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news post that the scientists have been hard at work on this
Update
massive project.

By george8888
As the days went by leading
up to Christmas, players wondered if
there was going to be an update
before the year ended or if they would
have to wait until 2019 to get another
one. On December 22nd, Santa gave
an answer in the form of sleek yet
powerful missiles. The scientists
quickly added heat seeking sensors,
packaged them up and plopped them into the mazes. In
addition to this, countless bugs have been squashed which
means no more invisible mazes (yay) and
Dimitri’s Emporium has been organized into
different sections to buy from. This update
might be the last one before Laika comes out
since it was hinted at the end of the latest

Newark Goes Bonkers
By george8888
Ever since the chat spammers first spammed in
Newark, that server hasn’t been the same. New glitches
appeared, mazes wouldn’t load, the server was either always
full or completely desolate, the chat delays would last longer
than usual, and more. There was even a day where the server
wouldn’t load at all for anybody. Thankfully, after the newest
update, things have gone back to normal for the most part
although a few new quirks popped up. They’ll all be patched in
the next update though, so no worries.

TT’s 11th Anniversary!
By george8888
December 16th, 2007 marked the beginning of a great
game that has now lasted for over eleven years and has reached
people all over the globe. Congrats to the team of scientists
who have dedicated so much time and effort into making this
game enjoyable for so many generations!
New TLR Logo?
By george8888
For ten whole volumes, TLR has had the same logo
Issue after Issue. It’s time to change things up a bit, so that’s
exactly what happened. You may have noticed the new logo on
the first page. This was custom made by a player named
CommanderAnime so massive thanks to them! Let the TLR
Crew know what you think of this change on the forum.
CHORG Begins
By george8888
What is CHORG? Well that’s just an acronym that
stands for Christmas vs Halloween vs Onyx vs Rainbow vs
Glitch. This annual tankcessory competition used to be called
CvHvGE but george8888 has decided to add more categories
to spice things up a little. Hopefully this will bring in more
players and make the competition more exciting. The entry
thread is already on the forum and goes until December 25th. If
you’d like to enter, simple read the rules on the thread, pick a

category, and say you’d like to enter. The first round starts
right after the entries thread ends and then it goes on from
there, so be sure to either track the progress of your favorite
contenders or enter yourself.
Click Here for Thread
Deathmatch Part 2
By supervolcano
1, 2, 3, 4…
♪ On the first day of Christmas my true love sent to me
a partridge in a pear tree ♪
Every day, a black hole sends us to our doom. He likes
to play. Whose arena is it? It’s his. We know this. We know
this too well.
♪ On the second day of Christmas my true love sent to
me two turtle doves and a partridge in a pear tree ♪
No matter the rules, no matter the game, it all ends one
way. Sometimes, he fights one of us; sometimes he fights... 5,
6, 7, 8. Oh, no.
♪ On the third day of Christmas my true love sent to me
three French hens two turtle doves, and a partridge in a pear
tree ♪
He likes to play the music. He likes to celebrate. What’s
the game? Why does he do this? Sometimes, I get to drive a
tank. It drives over a mine. 9. A duel in the Wild West? Sounds
exciting. The silence is deafening. Until the loud bang. 10. Not
exciting enough? Sometimes he crowds dozens of us into the
arena. A natural disaster. Tornado? Hurricane? Maybe a

volcano! 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18… 29, 30... 41, 51, 61...
610, 710, 810... 53,274. He flaunts the number as though he’s
proud of it. Every single one gets counted in the Boneyard.
And then he plays again. He counts again. He keeps counting.
He never stops counting. He never stops killing. But then, he
brings us back. He brings us back to do it again. Why does he
want to do it again? Why does he want to do it again? Why
does he want to do it again? Why does he want to do it again?
Why does he want to do it again...?
“Hello, there! You’re number 53,275. I just wanted to
let you know before I killed you.”
BANG!
Click Here for Full Story
Cantina Chat #5
By george8888
Last Issue the community gave us their personal
favorite tankcessory in the game. As expected, there wasn’t a
majority in this one and every response was unique. Some
players mentioned that they liked paints - seasonal ones to be
exact. Personally, I would have to go with the old camo
accessory that came with the backer crate. The camo paint
that comes with it now was actually a tankcessory, meaning
that you could make a camo combo with a paint underneath
the accessory! Anyway, here are some of the responses from
last time.

“The Winter 2009 Seasonal Paints are by far the rarest
accessories in the game. I hope I could have them…”
~MasterLefteris
“My favourite tankscessory must be the Old Broken Record
glasses. They look so hipster-like!”
~CryingLightning
“I think the laika dogtags would be the best tankcessory, it's
one of the only items thats in Tank Trouble Beta and Tank
trouble classic that represents our favorite space dog.”
~Spiros04
“The Golden bandana!It's soo cool and You look terribly
awesome with that.A bit expensive but worth it.:p Will
probably wear it as far as possible.”
~Anonymous
As was previously mentioned, TLR has gotten a new logo. It
just felt right to change things up a bit right after having ten
Volumes with the same image. The prompt for this Issue is as
follows: do you like this new look for TLR? Should we revamp
the logo every ten Volumes or just keep this one forever?
Click Here for Google Form

Coloring Page Activity
By george8888
Here’s the smiley snowman tank that created the Random
Discussion 6! As always, feel free to print this picture out and
color it. All images sent in to us will be featured in the next
Issue.
Click Here for Coloring Page

The YouTube Column
By the TT Community
No new videos this time. Hopefully some are made in time for
the next Issue.
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